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The latest news articles from Billboard Magazine, including reviews, business, pop, hip-hop, rock, dance,
country and more.
Music News | Billboard
The Billboard charts tabulate the relative weekly popularity of songs and albums in the United States and
elsewhere. The results are published in Billboard magazine. Billboard biz, the online extension of the
Billboard charts, provides additional weekly charts. There are also Year End charts. The charts may be
dedicated to specific genre such as R&B, country or rock, or they may cover all genres.
Billboard charts - Wikipedia
Hot Rock Songs is a record chart published by Billboard magazine. From its debut on June 20, 2009, through
October 13, 2012, the chart ranked the airplay of songs across alternative, mainstream rock, and triple A
radio stations in the United States. However, since the chart dated October 20, 2012, the Hot Rock Songs
chart has followed the methodology of the Billboard Hot 100 by incorporating ...
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